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NIH, Bethesda, MDABSTRACT Spreading of T cells on antigen presenting cells is a crucial initial step in immune response. Spreading occurs
through rapid morphological changes concomitant with the reorganization of surface receptors and of the cytoskeleton. Ligand
mobility and frictional coupling of receptors to the cytoskeleton were separately recognized as important factors but a systematic
study to explore their biophysical role in spreading was hitherto missing. To explore the impact of ligand mobility, we prepared
chemically identical substrates on which molecules of anti-CD3 (capable of binding and activating the T cell receptor complex),
were either immobilized or able to diffuse. We quantified the T cell spreading area and cell edge dynamics using quantitative
reflection interference contrast microscopy, and imaged the actin distribution. On mobile ligands, as compared to fixed ligands,
the cells spread much less, the actin is centrally, rather than peripherally distributed and the edge dynamics is largely altered.
Blocking myosin-II or adding molecules of ICAM1 on the substrate largely abrogates these differences. We explain these
observations by building a model based on the balance of forces between activation-dependent actin polymerization and
actomyosin-generated tension on one hand, and on the frictional coupling of the ligand-receptor complexes with the actin
cytoskeleton, the membrane and the substrate, on the other hand. Introducing the measured edge velocities in the model,
we estimate the coefficient of frictional coupling between T Cell receptors or LFA-1 and the actin cytoskeleton. Our results
provide for the first time, to our knowledge, a quantitative framework bridging T cell-specific biology with concepts developed
for integrin-based mechanisms of spreading.INTRODUCTIONSpreading is the key to the T cell’s physiological role of
recognizing rare and low abundance antigenic ligands on
the surface of antigen presenting cells (APCs) (1). The
extent of T cell spreading, while interacting with physiolog-
ical ligands, is correlated with signal strength (2), and is also
an early marker of T cell proliferation (3). T cells undergo
repeated spreading events punctuated by migration episodes
to search for agonist antigens, resulting in dynamical
changes in cellular morphology, accompanied by molecular
reorganization at the T cell/APC interface (4).
Early in vitro studies on T cells adhering to supported
lipid bilayers (SLBs) via bonds between antigenic ligands
and T cell receptors (TCRs), showed that receptors accumu-
late in the contact area (5,6), a phenomenon shown to also
occur purely passively in model systems exhibiting ligand/
receptor diffusion (7). Over the last 15 years, numerous
studies on SLBs carrying ligands of TCR and the integrin
LFA1 (ligand: ICAM1), have revealed drastic receptor
reorganization at the T cell/APC interface leading to the
formation of the immunological synapse (8). This synapse,
organized into compartments called supramolecular activa-Submitted July 1, 2014, and accepted for publication October 28, 2014.
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0006-3495/14/12/2629/10 $2.00tion clusters (SMACs), is itself formed by coalescence of
microclusters of TCR on one hand (9,10), and of integrins
on the other hand (11), both of which are actively trans-
ported along the T cell/APC interface. Experiments
confining the ligands within micron-size corrals in SLBs
have revealed the role of actin in receptor transport, and
have emphasized its importance in signaling (12,13).
Major features of T cell activation and spreading response
was also recapitulated on substrates coated with activating
anti-CD3 (an antibody directed against the CD3-ε subunit
of the TCR complex) lacking lateral mobility (14), and
revealed that spreading is accompanied by dynamic actin
polymerization (15). The similarity of T cell response to
immobilized anti-CD3 in the absence of ICAM, and to
SLBs featuring mobile dual ligands, is intriguing (16). A
recent work has tried to bridge the gap between these two
extreme cases by systematic variation of anti-CD3 mobility
on supported lipid bilayers using phase transitions in lipid
mixtures to control ligand diffusion (17). However, the
diffusion range considered did not cover the fully immobi-
lized case. T cells interacting with ligands that were more
mobile exhibited better signaling, in contrast to several other
past studies that indicated that T cells are more sensitive to
immobile ligands (18–20). These contradictions underline
the importance of ligand mobility but point to the need for
further studies.http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.10.044
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chanosensitive (21), and to exert forces through CD3 recep-
tors (22). In the context of spreading, it can be speculated
that the resistance of the TCR-complex, via CD3, to drag-
ging by actin generated forces is the key to understanding
the biophysical basis of the impact of ligand mobility.
Elegant experiments on cross-linked mobile receptors
have led to the hypothesis that the local frictional coupling
between actin and receptors is the driving force for directed
movement of microclusters of TCR and integrins on SLBs
(11). The link between actin and the dynamical changes in
cell morphology during spreading was recently emphasized
for the case of immobilized ligands (23), but equivalent
experiments on mobile ligands are so far missing.
In the context of general cell biology, friction associated
with the actin cortex is recognized as an important factor in
determining global aspects of cell spreading (24), as well as
generation of local, receptor-mediated traction forces that
are linked to the actin retrograde flow (25–27). These
studies were often focused on adherent, focal adhesion-
forming cells and integrin-mediated adhesion—now recog-
nized to be dependent on substrate rigidity (28), and more
recently, on substrate-generated friction (29). Concepts
and models developed in this context can be linked to
T cell morphodynamics via the proposed analogy between
receptor organization in T cells into SMACs and actin orga-
nization into lamella and lamellipodium (4,30), a scenario
vindicated in a recent study of actin organization and dy-
namics in spreading Jurkat T cells (31).
Despite the mooted central role of the cytoskeleton (32),
and the evident importance of ligand diffusion and mobility
as discussed previously, a coherent picture linking molecu-
lar diffusion and friction to T cell spreading through actin-
generated forces is still missing. Here, we address this issue
by first conducting experiments comparing the spreading of
Jurkat T cells on OKT3 anti-CD3 ligands that are either mo-
bile or immobilized on chemically identical substrates, and
then link the experimental results in a general framework of
cell spreading through a quantitative model. We focus on the
dynamics of the membrane and overall cell morphology
during spreading and, after 15 min, on the final adhesion
state in terms of membrane adhesion and actin structure.
We elucidate the role of the actin-myosin force generating
system through selective use of drugs and show that on
blocking myosin-II, the cell behavior on mobile and immo-
bilized ligands are similar. Based on these experiments, we
propose a physical model that provides a deeper understand-
ing of how ligand-generated friction is linked to spreading.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Substrates
Anti-CD3 (Ortho-cloneOKT3, Janssen-Cilag, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France)
was monobiotinylated according to (33) and was conjugated to Atto647Biophysical Journal 107(11) 2629–2638according to manufacturers kit instructions (Life Technologies, Saint
Aubin, France). The modified antibody, henceforth called a-CD3, was
coupled to glass substrates though Neutravidin (Life Technologies), which
was either bound to biotin-conjugated bovine serum albumin (BSA-biotin,
Sigma, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France) adsorbed directly on glass (hence-
forth called Pos) or to SLBs containing 2% 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine-N-(cap biotinyl) (All lipids from Avanti Polar
Lipids, Coger, Paris, France) dispersed in a matrix of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glyc-
ero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC, Avanti Polar Lipids). The SLBs were either
deposited from lipid monolayers formed at air/water interface by the
Langmuir-Blodgett technique (7), or by the vesicle spreading method
(34), using a flow chamber with chamber height of 500 mm (FCS2, Bio-
ptechs, Butler, PA). In both cases, the fluidity of the lipids in the bilayer
was measured at around 10 mm2/s by continuous photobleaching (CPB)
of tracer lipids (C12 Bodipy, Life Technologies) (7) (see Fig. S3 in the
Supporting Material). The diffusion of fluorescent anti-CD3 was also
measured: CPB shows that, in the vesicle fusion case, a-CD3 is mobile
(Fig. S5 A) with a diffusion constant D ¼ 5 mm2/s, henceforth called
Mob; conversely, diffusion is not measurable using CPB in the Lang-
muir-Blodgett case, henceforth called Fix (Fig. S5 B). This last observa-
tion is consistent with earlier reports (35). Single-particle tracking
provides on Fix an upper bound for D x 0.001 mm2/s (Fig. S5, C and
D). Fix and Mob substrates have exactly the same chemical composition
and differ only in the diffusion of a-CD3.
In certain experiments, the SLBs contained additional lipids—5% 1,2-
dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-[(N-(5-amino-1-carboxypentyl)iminodiacetic acid)
succinyl] (nickel salt), which were then bound to recombinant human
ICAM1-Fc chimera with histidine tag at the C-terminus (Sinobiological,
Beijing, China). Such double functionalized substrates containing both
ICAM-Fc and a-CD3 are henceforth called FixþICAM or Mobþ
ICAM in analogy with the previous description. The negative control
(without a-CD3) for Pos is henceforth called Neg and for Fix and Mob
are called Neg-Fix and Neg-Mob, respectively.
The relative a-CD3 density on the various substrates was compared
by measuring the intensity of fluorescence of Atto647 labeled a-CD3
(see Fig. S1 C). The intensity distribution on the different substrate types
was comparable and the differences in the median intensity between types
was negligible compared to intrasubstrate spread, showing that all the ex-
periments were performed at a standard a-CD3 surface density. In addition,
to facilitate comparison with other works, the absolute a-CD3 density was
estimated to bex 20–30 molecules/mm2 (Fig. S2 and accompanying text).
Table S1 summarizes the features of the eight different substrates used.
Further details on substrate preparation and characterization can be found
in the Supporting Material.Cell culture, fixation, drug treatment, and labeling
Jurkat T cells (Clone E6-1, ATCC) were cultured in complete RPMI
1640 medium (Life Technologies) containing red phenol and L-gluta-
mine supplemented with 1% glutamax (Life Technologies) and 10%
fetal calf serum (Life Technologies). 1 mL of the medium containing
around 0.6 millions cells was removed from the culture flask for exper-
imentation. For live cell imaging at 37C, cells were centrifuged and
resuspended in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) containing 0.1% BSA.
To obtain the static data, the cells were allowed to spread for 15 min
and were fixed by incubation in 2% paraformaldehyde (Sigma) for
15 min. For drug treatment, the suspended cells were incubated at
37C and 5% CO2 for 30 min in 50 mM final concentration of the
drug (Blebbistatin or CK666, Sigma). Cells were then rapidly washed
in PBS as above and observed in PBS þ 0.1% BSA þ 50 mM of the
drug. Cells were fixed after 15 min as above. Particular care was taken
to prevent cell detachment at all steps. To visualize the actin cytoskel-
eton, fixed cells were incubated in 20mg/mL rhodamine-labeled phalloi-
din (Sigma) in PBS for 45 min at room temperature, and then washed
with PBS.
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Total internal reflection microscopy (TIRFM) and reflection interference
contrast microscopy (RICM) were performed using an inverted microscope
(AxioObserver, Zeiss, Go¨ttingen, Germany), equipped with an EM-CCD
camera (iXon, Andor, Belfast, North-Ireland). Acquisition was performed
using Andor iQ software or Micro-Manager (36). TIRF and RICM images
were taken with a 100 1.45 NA oil or a custom 100 1.46 NA oil antiflex
objective (Zeiss). For TIRF exposure time was 1 s and fluorescence filter set
adapted to Alexa488 or Rhodamine was used. The atto647 fluorophore was
imaged in epifluorescence illumination. To enlarge the field of view, RICM
images and time sequences were taken also with a 63x 1.25 NA oil antiflex
objective (Zeiss) (37). Exposure time was 100 to 300 ms and rate 3 to
5 images/s for movies. Confocal images were taken with a Leica confocal
microscope equipped with a 63, NA ¼ 1.4 oil objective. Images were
analyzed using Fiji software (38) and Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego,
OR). In RICM, the region of the cell that resides in the vicinity of the sub-
strate (up to a height of a fraction of a micron), and in particular its contour,
exhibits a high spatial intensity variance that permits an easy segmentation
from the background, which exhibits low variance (37,39). The procedure is
illustrated in Fig. S7, A–E.
The gathering of Atto647 labeled a-CD3 under the cell was quantified
in terms of an enrichment index and the centralization was quantified in
terms of a central-SMAC (cSMAC) number (details in Fig. S7, F–H, and
corresponding legend).
The velocity of the cell edge was measured from the time sequence of
RICM images as illustrated in Fig. S8. For quantitative comparison between
substrates, edge velocities were subsequently pooled over time and cell
perimeter and binned in the form of histograms of fractions of events.RESULTS
Ligand mobility determines cell morphology
and supramolecular organization
The final spread area of T cells interacting with different
kinds of substrates with immobilized (Pos and Fix) or mo-
bile (Mob) a-CD3, after 15 min of spreading, was quantified
from RICM images. The Pos substrates have been exten-
sively used in literature and provided a basis for comparison
with other work. Fix and Mob are chemically identical and
thus provide an ideal platform to isolate the effect of ligand
mobility.
On Pos, a-CD3 was bound to glass via physisorbed
BSA-biotin and neutravidin, and was immobile. Cells
spread well and reached a median area of 300 mm2
(mean 5 SD: 350 5 180, 300 cells on 5 independent
substrates, Fig. 1). In the literature, final spread area of
400 mm2 was reported (40) on anti-CD3 (Hit3) with about
10 times more surface coverage, and using techniques
similar to ours. From older work on similar substrates
(14), an area of ~200 mm2 can be inferred. We conclude
that for Pos, the cell area can vary depending on details
of sample preparation. This can be understood in light of
the fact that even in the absence of a-CD3 (Neg), a small
but detectable adhesion with median area of ~130 mm2 was
observed (Fig. 1), arising from nonspecific interactions of
physical origin with glass. Such residual adhesion has
also been reported for B cells spreading on similar sub-
strates (41).The F-actin distribution on Pos, as imaged with TIRFM
and in agreement with the literature (14), exhibits a strong
enrichment at the periphery of the contact zone, concomi-
tant with a depletion at the center (Fig. 1). Comparison of
RICM and TIRF images suggests that the peripheral zone
exhibits structures that are reminiscent of lamellipodia and
filopodia and confocal images show that the cells have a
fried egg shape (Fig. S9). On Neg, the distribution of F-actin
is fairly uniform, and confocal images confirm that it corre-
sponds to the homogeneous cortical actin of a rounded,
nonactivated cell (Fig. S9).
On Mob, a-CD3 was bound to a SLB via a biotinylated
lipid and neutravidin, and was free to diffuse in the plane
of the bilayer. Here, in absence of a-CD3 (Mob-Neg), no
adhesion was detected. On Mob, the measured median
area was ~90 mm2 (mean 5 SD: 100 5 40, 202 cells on
seven independent substrates, Fig. 1). This value is in fact
a slight overestimation because some of the very weakly
adhered cells are probably washed away during the fixation
process. This value compares very well with the only other
report of T cells adhering to SLBs carrying a-CD3 (and no
ICAM)—we infer a spread area of ~80 mm2 (from images
of fluorescent actin because no area or RICM data are pro-
vided) (17).
As can be seen from Fig. 1, the F-actin distribution on
Mob is central, in the form of an inhomogeneous disc, with
strongly fluorescent structures evoking filopodia visible
both with RICM and TIRF (Fig. 1 and Fig. S9). Confocal
images show that onMob, as in Neg, the cells keep a rounded
shape (Fig. S9).
On Fix, a-CD3 was bound to a SLB via a biotinylated
lipid and neutravidin, but was immobilized. Being chemi-
cally identical to Mob, Fix provided an ideal substrate to
estimate the influence of mobility without interference
from any other factors. Furthermore, in the absence of
a-CD3 (Fix-Neg), no adhesion was detected. On Fix, the
cells spread less compared to functionalized glass (Pos)
and after 15 min of spreading attained a median area of
184 mm2 (mean 5 SD: 2005 80, 178 cells on 3 indepen-
dent substrates, Fig. 1). This type of substrates have not been
previously reported in the literature, because the Pos sub-
strate is usually used as the standard for immobilized
ligands. The significant difference in cell adhesion area be-
tween Pos and Fix emphasizes the absence of contribution
from nonspecific adhesion in Fix. The distribution of
F-actin, as well as the overall cell shape on Fix is similar
to that on Pos (Fig. 1 and Fig. S9). These results together
show that on chemically identical substrates, cell spreading
is strongly attenuated, and actin distribution is altered when
ligands are mobile.
As expected, on Mob substrates the ligands were enriched
under the cells with a median enrichment index of 1.8 on
Mob (Fig. 1, row 5). In comparison, median enrichment
indices on Fix and Pos were 1.2 and 1.4, respectively (these
values differ from 1 because of the feeble but detectableBiophysical Journal 107(11) 2629–2638
FIGURE 1 Ligand mobility determines the T cell spread area and actin distribution. Row 1: Scheme of the functionalization of the various substrates with
monobiotin fluorescent anti-CD3 (a-CD3) coupled via Neutravidin (Nav). Neg: no a-CD3 on glass. Pos: immobilized a-CD3 on glass. Fix: immobilized
a-CD3 on SLB. Mob: mobile a-CD3 on SLB. Row 2: RIC Micrographs of Jurkat T cells after 15 min engagement on substrates Neg, Pos, Fix, Mob.
NB: no adhesion was measurable on supported bilayers in the absence of a-CD3 (Fix-Neg and Mob-Neg). Row 3: Corresponding fluorescence micrographs
of labeled a-CD3. NA: not applicable. Row 4: TIRF micrographs after labeling actin with Rhodamine Phalloidin. Scale bars: 5mm. Row 5: Scatter dot plot of
cell adhesion area, anti-CD3 enrichment index and cSMAC number at 15 min after seeding. Enrichment index represents the recruitment of ligands in the
adhesion zone. cSMAC number shows the centralization of a-CD3 in the middle of the adhesion zone. Black horizontal lines represent the median of each
distribution. To see this figure in color, go online.
Biophysical Journal 107(11) 2629–2638
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Substrate Friction in T Cell Spreading 2633autofluorescence of the cells. It was checked on Fix sub-
strate that using TIRF instead of epifluorescence for
Atto647 imaging reduces the median value of the enrich-
ment index from 1.2 to 1.05). The median of cSMAC num-
ber, characterizing the centralization of the ligands,
increases from 1.4 (Pos) to 2.7 (Mob) (Fig. 1, row 5),
revealing an a-CD3 centralization reminiscent of the
cSMAC structure observed in the classical synapse (8).
The ligand enrichment and the central organization in the
form of cSMAC in Mob are attributed to the mobility of
the ligands. All the area and enrichment data are summa-
rized in Table S2.
The level of cell activation was also compared between
the different substrates by measuring the surface density
of phosphorylated Zap by using a fluorescent antibody, as
shown in Fig. S10. It is low on Neg substrates, but high
and similar on all a-CD3-coated substrates.Effect of myosin-II and Arp2/3 inhibition
The role of cell-generated forces on cell spreading and actin
organization was explored by inhibition of myosin-II by
blebbistatin and/or inhibition of Arp2/3 by CK666. Blebbis-
tatin is known to reduce binding of myosin-II to actin, there-
fore reducing cell contractility. Area of spreading was not
appreciably modified by the drug on Neg or Fix; the areaFIGURE 2 Combined Effects of myosin-II inhibition and ligand mobility on c
50 mM blebbistatin and engaged on various substrates for 15 min. Row 1: RICM
corresponding fluorescence micrograph of labeled a-CD3 on Mob. Scale Bar: 5 m
actin on each substrate. Corresponding RICM is shown as inset. Row 3: Scatter d
with and without blebbistatin. Black horizontal lines represent the median of e
averaged from at least 5 individual cells imaged in TIRF (mean5 SD) for Fix
go online.was slightly decreased on Pos, as observed previously (40).
Remarkably, on Mob, the area was strongly enhanced in
presence of the drug, showing that reduction in contractility
facilitates spreading on mobile ligands (Fig. 2). Enrichment
of a-CD3 was still observed, but the enrichment index was
reduced to 1.5 (compared to 1.8 in the absence of the
drug). Additionally, a-CD3 distribution under the cell was
centralized, as quantified by cSMAC number of 2.2, suggest-
ing that activemechanisms were still present and gathered a-
CD3. Interestingly, on Mob, the amount of ligands collected
under the cell, as measured by an integrated enrichment,
does not change upon blebbistatin addition (see Fig. S11),
which could suggest that myosin-II may not regulate anti-
CD3 binding. On Pos and Fix, the actin distribution at the
cell scale was similar with or without drug, exhibiting a pe-
ripheral enrichment. However, strikingly, on Mob the actin
distribution is peripheral in the presence of the drug, whereas
it was centrally enriched in the absence of the drug. There-
fore, we conclude that inhibition of contractile forces re-
stores peripheral actin organization, which was abrogated
on mobile ligands in the absence of the drug (see Fig. 2).
The small molecule CK666 is known to stabilize the inac-
tive state of the Arp2/3 complex (42), which is an actin
nucleator essential for the formation of lamellipodia.
CK666 was used to inhibit the formation of lamellipodia
during spreading. On Pos, the spreading area was stronglyell spreading area and actin organization. Jurkat T cells were pretreated with
icrographs of blebbistatin-treated cells on substrates Neg, Pos, Fix, Mob,
m. Row 2: TIR Fluorescence micrographs of Rhodamine Phalloidin labeled
ot plot of spreading area, ligand enrichment, and cSMAC number, at 15 min
ach distribution. Fluorescence intensity (A.U.) of actin radial distribution
and Mob, with or without blebbistatin treatment. To see this figure in color,
Biophysical Journal 107(11) 2629–2638
2634 Dillard et al.reduced by the addition of CK666 (Fig. S11, left), suggest-
ing that lamellipodia are one of the major driving mecha-
nisms for spreading. Treatment with a mixture of CK666
and blebbistatin restored the spreading area to the large
values observed in the absence of the drugs, again empha-
sizing the role of myosin-generated contractile forces.
However, RICM observations also revealed that the
cell-substrate contact zone exhibits numerous white areas,
indicating defective adhesion (Fig. S11, right).Effect of ICAM ligands on spreading
Doubly functionalized substrates with mobile ligands (a-
CD3 and ICAM1) have been widely studied (10). We there-
fore compare Fix and Mob substrates featuring a-CD3 alone
with FixþICAM and MobþICAM—the corresponding
cases with ICAM present (Fig. S12). In agreement with
the literature, the cells spread well on MobþICAM (median
area ~300 mm2, compared to ~100 mm2 for Mob) and exhibit
peripheral actin. As expected, a-CD3 is enriched under the
cell with a cSMAC number of 3.2 (compared to 3.0 on
a-CD3 alone). On FixþICAM, the median spreading area
reaches 400 mm2 (compared to 184 mm2 on Fix). All the
area and enrichment data are summarized in Table S2. Over-
all, inclusion of ICAM restores the area on mobile ligands
to values we report for immobilized a-CD3. The spreading
on SLBs functionalized with ICAM alone was very limited
(median 30 mm2), in agreement with the expectations of
limited engagement of integrins in the absence of activation
through TCR.Dynamics at the leading edge
The dynamics of the leading edge of spreading T cells on the
various substrates was explored by quantitative analysis of
RICM image sequences recorded in the course of spreading
(37,43), with or without blebbistatin treatment. In our anal-Biophysical Journal 107(11) 2629–2638ysis, the cell edge is defined as the boundary of the contact
zone between the cell membrane and the substrate. In
addition to the regions of tight contact, this also contains
the regions where the cell membrane is extended over the
substrate and, even if not fully bound, is potentially able
to interact with it.
Consistent with the area measured after 15 min of spread-
ing, on Pos and Fix, as well as onMobwith blebbistatin, cells
exhibit global spreading, whereas on Mob, globally the cells
spread very little beyond an initial deformation and alignment
of the proximal surface with the substrate—the cell edge
however undergoes continuous extension and retraction
(see Movie). This is evidenced in the representation of the
radius as a function of time and space, as in (44) (curvilinear
coordinates around the contour, Figs. S14–S16). It is seen that
on Pos, Fix, and Mob with blebbistatin, a growth phase,
during which the radius grows regularly on the average, is
followed by a steady phase where the radial growth is satu-
rated but the edge nevertheless continues to be dynamic
(see Fig. S14, Fig. S16, and corresponding Movies). By
convention, we defined the steady phase as starting when
80% of the final area is reached. On Pos, the growth occurs
on the scale of minutes as reported previously (3,40,45).
The edge velocity, calculated with a time resolution of 2 s is
presented in the form of a velocity map (23,30) (Figs. S14–
S16), where the occurrence of extensions/retractions of
the edge can be seen as red (v > 0)/blue (v < 0) regions.
The same data are also presented in the form of velocity
histograms (Fig. 3).
Strikingly, as already noted for the velocity maps, both
positive and negative velocities are observed during the
growth phase (Fig. 3 A) as well as during the steady phase
(Fig. 3 B). During the growth phase, velocity distribution
is quasi-symmetrical around zero on mobile ligands,
although it is asymmetric on fixed ligands, with a most prob-
able velocity at around 0.05 mm/s (Fig. 3 A). Addition
of blebbistatin does not significantly change the negativeFIGURE 3 Effect of ligand mobility and myosin
inhibition on the velocity of the leading edge.
Histograms count the fraction of events in a partic-
ular velocity bin. Lines joining points are drawn as
a guide to the eye. Top row compares velocities on
each substrate, in the absence of blebbistatin,
either during the growth phase of spreading (A)
or during the steady phase (B). Bottom row shows
velocities for different conditions (growth or
steady phase, with or without blebbistatin), either
on Pos (C) or Mob (D). Thick lines correspond
to empirical fits described in the Supporting Mate-
rial. To see this figure in color, go online.
Substrate Friction in T Cell Spreading 2635velocities on any substrate and slightly reduces the positive
velocities on fixed ligands (Fig. 3, C and D), as already
observed in (40). However, on mobile ligands, blebbistatin
significantly increases the small positive velocities. Overall,
treatment with blebbistatin has a stronger impact on the
advancing than on the retracting events. On MobþICAM,
the velocity distribution is strikingly different from Mob
and closely resembles that on Fix or Pos (Fig. S12).DISCUSSION
The dynamics as well as static data presented here can be
interpreted in terms of a model that links substrate friction
to the dynamics of the cell edge. Consider a one-dimen-
sional model of the cell edge, which moves with radial
velocity ve parallel to the substrate (Fig. 4 A). The main
driving force for spreading arises from lamellipodia-like
protrusions mediated by actin polymerization and branch-
ing. This is in accordance with the observation that
Arp2/3 inhibition prevents spreading on all types of sub-
strates (Fig. S11, left), and was also mooted in earlier
work (46). In analogy with neuronal growth cones (26)
and filopodia (47), the local edge velocity is assumed to
be imposed by the dynamics of the underlying actin, which
is itself the result of polymerization at velocity vp (this may
include potential actin disassembly which we shall not
detail further (26)) and a retrograde actin flow at velocity
va: ve ¼ vp  va. Physically, this means that if there is no
retrograde flow, the cell edge would advance at the same
rate as the growth of the tip of the actin.
The velocity of the retrograde actin flow is set by the bal-
ance between a tension term T (which includes the actomy-
osin contraction and membrane tension—in line withrecent reports of cellular traction on a-CD3 bonds (22,45)),
and the friction Fr/a between the actin and all the receptors.
Such a frictional coupling was identified previously as a ma-
jor player in receptor and cytoskeleton motion in T cells
(12,13). As for any frictional dissipation, Fr/a is the product
of the friction coefficient for receptor to actin coupling, and
the relative velocity between the actin and the receptors.
All the receptors are of course subjected to an equal and oppo-
site force that drags them backward away from the cell edge.
In addition, they are subject to friction with the membrane,
assumed to be immobile. Receptors that are bound to a ligand
are subjected to an additional friction with the substrate,
which tends to resist receptor motion. The force balance on
the actin and on the receptors leads to equations for the
edge velocity in terms of the actin polymerization rate, the
membrane tension, the number of bound and unbound li-
gands and the various frictional coefficients (see the Support-
ing Material for detailed hypotheses and equations).
These considerations are sufficient to qualitatively under-
stand the dynamics data. Simple geometrical considerations
imply that if the rate of actin polymerization is constant, the
velocity of the cell edge decreases when the actin retrograde
flow is high and increases when it is low. At a constant low
tension, the retrograde flow is regulated entirely by the
various frictional couplings. If the anchorage to the substrate
is low, the receptor is advected with almost the same veloc-
ity as the actin without much influence on the actin velocity;
if the anchorage is high and there are many receptors, the
resistance to dragging slows down the actin itself. The
former case corresponds to ligands being mobile and results
in slower edge velocity, whereas the latter corresponds to
immobilized receptors and results in larger edge veloc-
ity—in qualitative agreement with our observations.FIGURE 4 Frictional coupling model for cell
edge velocity. (A) The edge velocity ve is imposed
by the growing tip of actin, which is itself governed
by polymerization at velocity vp and the actin retro-
gradeflowat velocity va. The retrogradeflowof actin
arises due to actomyosin contraction and membrane
tension. TC Receptors are put in motion by a fric-
tional coupling with actin (Friction a/r), whereas
themembrane (Frictionm/r) and the substrate resists
their motion (Friction s/r). Friction with the sub-
strate occurs through anchoring of the ligands that
are in turn bound to the receptors (a-CD3 ligands
are not explicitly represented). (B)Model prediction
of cell edge velocity for variable a-CD3 density n
and diffusion on the substrate Ds/r. The only fitted
parameter is the friction between the actin and the
TCR: zFixa=TCRx1 pN:s=mm. Other parameters were
taken from the literature (see text and Supporting
Material for the details of the model). The thick
black dots indicate the experimental conditions real-
ized for substrates Fix and Mob. (C) Model predic-
tion of cell final spread area, assuming a linear
dependence between tension and spreading area
T ¼ gA with a coefficient g ¼ 0.5 pN.s/mm3. To
see this figure in color, go online.
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rameters in the model are either taken from the literature
(actin polymerization rate (23,47), typical tension in leuko-
cytes (48), receptor diffusion (49)) or are measured for
our experimental conditions. The only remaining free
parameter is the frictional coupling between the receptors
and the actin, which could be estimated to be 1 pN.s/mm.
In a model of stochastic sliding friction (50) this would
correspond to having a stiffness of the molecular complex
of 0.01 pN/nm and an off-rate of 10 s1.
The calculated dependence of the edge velocity on the
density and diffusion of the ligands is shown in Fig. 4 B.
At low ligand diffusion, as expected intuitively, increasing
ligand density increases ve. However, at high ligand diffu-
sion, the edge velocity is hardly affected by ligand density.
At all ligand densities, ve decreases with increasing ligand
diffusion. To fit the edge velocity histograms, ve is assumed
to be an oscillatory function (oscillation can arise from actin
polymerization or from the retrograde flow). Such a treat-
ment fits the experimental histograms very well (Fig. 3,
Fig. S16, and Table S3).
The local dynamics of the leading edge cannot, only by
itself, account for the final spread area, which is probably
limited by the global tension that increases as the cell
spreads. We assumed a linear relation between the tension
and the area to make connection with the static data. The
results show that reducing the actin retrograde flow, using
either blebbistatin or fixed ligands, leads to an increase of
the spreading time and of the maximal area. The calculated
dependence of final area on the density and diffusion of the
ligands is given in Fig. 4 C. Again, as expected, at low
ligand diffusion, area increases with ligand density. How-
ever, on diffusing ligands, the area is virtually independent
of ligand density. The crossover from Fix-like to Mob-like
occurs around the point where the ligand diffusion on the
substrate falls below the diffusion of receptors on the cell
membrane. At a constant ligand density, above this cross-
over threshold, the area strongly decreases with increasing
ligand diffusion.
For simplicity, we have not explicitly introduced the
membrane or bulk dissipation (the latter was introduced in
the literature in (24) to explain global features of spreading
data). The adhesion energy provided by ligand-receptor
binding was neglected according to our result with Arp2/3
inhibition. However, when both Arp2/3 and myosin-II are
inhibited, the terms vp as well as T are reduced simulta-
neously. The residual driving force for the spreading
observed in Fig. S11 (right panel) may stem from Arp2/3
independent polymerization. Additionally, the adhesion
energy of the ligand/receptor bonds may begin to play a
role, in analogy with liposomes studies (7,43,51).
The model, which was so far used to discuss edge dy-
namics and global spreading, can also account for receptor
accumulation and centralization in analogy with a purely
passive system of integrin-mediated adhesion of a liposomeBiophysical Journal 107(11) 2629–2638(51), where on application of a pulling force, the individual
adhesion domains either resist the force (immobile) or are
compacted and pulled inward (mobile). Here, the retro-
grade actin flow similarly results in the inward motion
of mobile receptors leading to their accumulation and
centralization.
The one-dimensional model developed here is by its na-
ture not suitable for explaining the lifting of the peripheral
membrane away from the substrate, frequently observed
on Mob but not on Fix or Pos (see arrow on RICM sequence
of Fig. S15). To explain this phenomenon, we hypothesize
that Tmay have a component perpendicular to the substrate.
On Fix and Pos, the immobile receptors effectively pin the
membrane in place and oppose the lifting force. However,
on Mob, the receptors slide backward in response to the
pulling (51), and in absence of a stable anchor, the cell
edge is lifted off the plane of the substrate.
The classical immune synapse was described on SLBs
with mobile ICAM1 and pMHC (1,8). Integrin LFA-1 bind-
ing to ICAM1 provides adhesion between the T cell and the
substrate and increases the sensitivity to antigen by a factor
100 (52). In systems with a-CD3 and ICAM1 on SLB,
spreading and cluster motion comparable to the classical
case has been reported (10). In accordance with these previ-
ous works, we saw that on additional grafting of ICAM1 on
the a-CD3-coated substrates, cells could spread well even
on mobile ligands. Spread area is further increased on
immobile, doubly functionalized substrate, but in a limited
manner (see Table S2). In addition, on dually functionalized
mobile bilayers, Kumari et al. (53) observed a limited in-
crease of area induced by blebbistatin. All these results
show that the presence of integrins may mask the dramatic
effect of ligand mobility seen with a-CD3 alone.
Interestingly, Fig. 4 C shows that the difference in area on
Mob in the presence of integrins ligands cannot be explained
simply by an increase in ligand density. Indeed, our model
accounts quantitatively for these observations by supposing
an increase in the friction between actin and LFA-1 upon
binding its ligand ICAM. We estimate this increases to
0.14 pN.s/mm (see the Supporting Material).
The present case, in the absence of integrin ligands, rep-
resents an interesting situation where nonintegrin mechano-
transduction may occur (22,54). Beyond the mechanistic
considerations presented previously, the indirect role of
force may occur through a change in protein organization,
which then may have a direct impact on activation. Whether
impeded translocation of clusters increases or decreases
signaling is a debated question. Our experiments on phos-
phorylation of Zap-70 reveal no differences on the basis
of ligand mobility but cannot entirely rule out differences
in other markers of activation. Our experiments and model
suggest that the impact of ligand mobility on spreading,
can be understood on the basis of ligand-mediated friction
in analogy with earlier models of integrin based migration
models.
Substrate Friction in T Cell Spreading 2637CONCLUSION
Our results show that the ability of ligand anchors to either
withstand pulling forces or to respond by sliding along the
cell membrane is central to the way a cell adheres, spreads,
and organizes its cytoskeleton. Although actin polymeriza-
tion provides the main driving force, the spreading dy-
namics is determined by a combination of actomyosin
contraction and membrane tension on one hand, and fric-
tional coupling of the receptors to the actin retrograde
flow, the membrane as well as the substrate (via the ligands
to which they are bound) on the other hand. A comparison of
our experiments lacking a ligand for integrins with experi-
ments involving either T cells interacting with antigen
plus ICAM on SLBs (53) or fibroblasts on mobile RGDs
(29), point to the fact that integrins can partially override
the consequences of sliding anchors on overall cell
spreading. In the absence of integrins ligands, and on mobile
ligands, cells can be made to spread by blocking myosin—
probably by releasing the cortical tension. These results
together point to two different possible mechanisms
that can abrogate the lack of stable anchoring to proceed
with spreading—generating enough friction to stabilize
anchoring or relaxation of actomyosin contraction and
membrane tension, facilitating actin-induced protrusions
that then lead to cell spreading without pulling against an
anchor. Our simple experimental system allowed us to
pinpoint the major players that influence T cell spreading
on diffusing ligands, and thus to build a quantitative model
linking molecular diffusion to cell spreading through actin-
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